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Roll Call Vote 80: Yes on approving the
journal;
Roll Call Vote 81: Yes on the motion to suspend the rules and agree to H. Res. 47, Supporting the goals and ideals of Peace Officers
Memorial Day;
Roll Call Vote 82: Yes on the motion to suspend the rules and agree to H. Res. 180, Supporting the goals and ideals of the third annual
America Saves Week;
Roll Call Vote 83: No on the consideration
of H. Res. 184, providing for consideration of
H.R. 1105, the Omnibus Appropriations for
2009;
Roll Call Vote 84: Yes on ordering the previous question on H. Res. 184, providing for
consideration of H.R. 1105, the Omnibus Appropriations for 2009;
Roll Call Vote 85: Yes on H. Res. 184, providing for the consideration of H.R. 1105, the
Omnibus Appropriations of 2009;
Roll Call Vote 86: No on passage of H.R.
1105, the Omnibus Appropriations of 2009;
Roll Call Vote 87: No on the motion to table
H. Res. 189, raising a question of the privileges of the House;
Roll Call Vote 88: No on ordering the previous question on H. Res. 190, providing for
consideration of H.R. 1106 to prevent mortgage foreclosures and enhance mortgage
credit availability;
Roll Call Vote 89: No on H. Res. 190, Providing for consideration of H.R. 1106 to prevent mortgage foreclosures and enhance
mortgage credit availability;
Roll Call Vote 90: Yes on the motion to suspend the rules and agree to H. Res. 183, expressing condolences to the families, friends,
and loved ones of the victims of the crash of
Continental Connection flight 3407;
Roll Call Vote 91: Yes on the motion to suspend the rules and pass H.R. 146, the Revolutionary War and War of 1812 Battlefield Protection Act;
Roll Call Vote 92: Yes on the motion to suspend the rules and pass H.R. 548, the Civil
War Battlefield Preservation Act;
Roll Call Vote 93: Yes on the motion to suspend the rules and pass H. Res. 77, congratulating the University of Mary Washington in
Fredericksburg, VA for more than 100 years of
service and leadership to the United States;
Roll Call Vote 94: Yes on the motion to suspend the rules and pass H. Res. 201, recognizing Beverly Eckerts service to the nation
and particularly to the survivors and families of
the September 11, 2001, attacks.
Roll Call Vote 95: Yes on the motion to suspend the rules and pass H. Res. 195, recognizing and honoring the employees of the Department of Homeland Security on its sixth anniversary for their continuous efforts to keep
the nation safe; and
Roll Call Vote 96: Yes on the motion to suspend the rules and pass H. Res. 45, raising
awareness and promoting education on the
criminal justice system by establishing March
as National Criminal Justice Month.
f
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A TRIBUTE TO PAUL HARVEY

HON. JOE WILSON
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 5, 2009
Mr. WILSON of South Carolina. Madam
Speaker, poet and capitol tour guide Albert C.
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Caswell has penned a number of heartfelt tributes, and recently, he wrote a poem about
radio broadcaster and American legend Paul
Harvey. Mr. Harvey passed away on February
28th after a life and career that spanned over
nine decades. His voice and the kind and
commonsense message it brought to us all
will be cherished and sorely missed.
GOOD DAY . . .
(By Albert Carey Caswell)
Good day . . .
Goodnight . . .
Rest, you American Icon . . . to heaven take
flight . . .
The voice of The Heartland, a sheer delight
. . .
‘‘Hello American’s’’ . . . Paul, oh how we
miss you this night . . .
That voice . . .
Your smile, and your style . . . burning
bright!
The stories, The glory, of tales told each
night . . .
Warming our hearts, playing their parts . . .
reinforcing in our souls all that is
right!
An America Man, with his tales of the heart
that which so stand . . . bringing his
light . . .
Behind the microphone, with him we were
never alone . . .
Like a best friend, as our hearts he did own
. . .
Telling his stories, of faith and hope and
glory . . . bringing us home . . .
As good as it gets!
As his life was a championship . . . of what
is so right . . .
Married for 75 years, great American Values
here . . .
Oh how we miss him this night . . .
And now ‘‘The Rest of the Story’’ . . .
Surely, this Man’s soul was bound for glory
. . .
As Heaven he’s found . . .
Good Day!
f
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for at least ten days. My bill also requires that
a manager’s amendment that makes substantive changes to a bill be available in both
printed and electronic forms at least 72 hours
before voted on. While manager’s amendments are usually reserved for technical
changes, oftentimes manager’s amendments
contain substantive additions to or subtractions from bills. Members should be made
aware of such changes before being asked to
vote on a bill.
The sunlight rule provides the people the
opportunity to be involved in enforcing the rule
by allowing a citizen to petition for an Office of
Congressional Ethics investigation into any
House Member who votes for a bill brought to
the floor in violation of this act. The sunlight
rule can never be waived by the Committee
on Rules or House leadership. If an attempt is
made to bring a bill to the floor in violation of
this rule, any member could raise a point of
order requiring the bill to be immediately
pulled from the House calendar until it can be
brought to the floor in a manner consistent
with this rule.
Madam Speaker, the practice of rushing
bills to the floor before individual members
have had a chance to study the bills is one of
the major factors contributing to public distrust
of Congress. Voting on bills before members
have had time to study them makes a mockery of representative government and cheats
the voters who sent us here to make informed
decisions on public policy. Adopting the sunlight rule is one of, if not the, most important
changes to the House rules this Congress
could make to restore public trust in, and help
preserve the integrity of, this institution. I hope
my colleagues will support this change to the
House rules.
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OF TEXAS
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Thursday, March 5, 2009
Mr. PAUL. Madam Speaker, Supreme Court
Justice Louis Brandeis famously said, ‘‘Sunlight is the best disinfectant.’’ In order to shine
sunlight on the practices of the House of Representatives, and thus restore public trust and
integrity to this institution, I am introducing the
sunlight rule, which amends House rules to
ensure that members have adequate time to
study a bill before being asked to vote on it.
One of the chief causes of increasing public
cynicism regarding Congress is the way major
pieces of legislation are brought to the floor
without members having an opportunity to
read the bills. For example, the over-one-thousand page economic stimulus bill was first
posted on the Internet at 12:30 a.m. the night
before the vote. Obviously, this did not give individual members of Congress adequate time
to review what is certainly one of, if not the,
most significant pieces of legislation that Congress will consider this year.
My proposed rule requires that no piece of
legislation, including conference reports, can
be brought before the House of Representatives unless it has been available to members
and staff in both print and electronic version
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Mr. CALVERT. Madam Speaker, I rise today
to honor and welcome a person whose passion for leadership and duty have distinguished him amongst his colleagues. I stand
to recognize the Inauguration of the eighth
Chancellor at the University of California, Riverside: Dr. Timothy P. White. The Inauguration
ceremony will be held on March 17, 2009.
Chancellor White was born in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. His family would later immigrate to
the United States where he would come to call
California his home. A first-generation college
graduate, Chancellor White has certainly
made his family, who deeply values education,
proud.
Dr. White began his collegiate studies at
Diablo Valley Community College, and later
graduated Magna Cum Laude from the California State University of Fresno, where he received his Bachelor’s Degree. He then pursued and obtained his Masters Degree from
the California State University of Hayward.
Later Dr. White added a doctorate in exercise
physiology from the University of California,
Berkeley to his resume.
Chancellor White’s curriculum vitae includes
a long list of work throughout the United
States as an educator and scientist at the University of Michigan, Oregon State University,
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University of California Berkeley, the University of Idaho, and now the University of California Riverside. Chancellor White is internationally recognized for his discussion of
physiology in various published medical journals and editorials. With more than 30 years
of service in higher education, Dr. White’s experience is not only an impressive accolade,
but a symbol of his passion and tireless commitment toward the sharing of knowledge and
ideas. The University of California, Riverside
will benefit greatly from Dr. White’s impressive
knowledge and skills, especially as it embarks
on the establishment of a medical school.
Riverside is an area that calls for great leaders that are ready to achieve goals that will
propel both the university and the community
forward. Dr. White has proven he is a true
leader and his experience and passion will
greatly benefit UC Riverside, a proud part of
the Riverside community and the state of California. Chancellor Timothy P. White represents
a welcome addition to the University of California at Riverside and to the region it serves.
On behalf of the Inland Empire delegation, I
wholeheartedly welcome Dr. White as the
eighth distinguished Chancellor of the University of California, Riverside and look forward to
working with him for many years to come.
f

HELPING FAMILIES SAVE THEIR
HOMES ACT OF 2009
SPEECH OF
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The House in Committee of the Whole
House on the State of the Union had under
consideration the bill (H.R. 1106) to prevent
mortgage foreclosures and enhance mortgage
credit availability:

Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Chair, the mortgage
foreclosure crisis is the center of the financial
crisis that our country is now facing. And, until
we take on the foreclosure crisis, and find a
way to help keep people in their homes, we
are never going to get to the root causes of
our economic downturn.
That’s why I support judicial modification of
primary residences in bankruptcy proceedings.
This important provision in H.R. 1106, the
Helping Families Save Their Homes Act,
would allow judges who are presiding over
bankruptcies to modify the terms of a mortgage, allowing homeowners who are trying to
keep their heads above water and stay in their
homes. The more people who are facing foreclosure, the worse this crisis is going to get.
It’s important that, as this bill makes its way
through Congress, we work with our counterparts in the Senate to ensure this provision
isn’t used as a tool for those who would be
tempted to commit fraud. It’s equally important
to ensure that those institutions who have
acted in good faith are not unfairly punished
by the good intentions of this bill. There are
many lenders, like some of the credit unions
in my district, who have not traded in the subprime market, and have bent over backwards
to keep their members in their homes. It would
be shameful if anything that we are doing with
H.R. 1106 negatively impacted those who are
actively trying to solve the foreclosure epidemic from the lending side of the ledger.
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Mr. Chair, I hope that this is only the first of
many bills that come to the House Floor to address the housing crisis, and I urge my colleagues to support this legislation.
f

BIPARTISAN CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO NATO PARLIAMENTARY
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FOR SECURITY STUDIES

HON. JOHN S. TANNER
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, March 5, 2009
Mr. TANNER. Madam Speaker, from February 14–21, I led a bipartisan House delegation to NATO Parliamentary Assembly meetings in Brussels and with the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) in Paris, and to additional meetings at
the Organization for Security and Cooperation
in Europe (OSCE) in Vienna, Austria, and the
NATO School and Marshall Center for Security Studies in Germany. The co-chair of my
delegation was the Hon. JO ANN EMERSON. In
addition, Representatives JOHN BOOZMAN,
BARON HILL, CAROLYN MCCARTHY, CHARLIE
MELANCON, JEFF MILLER (Brussels only), DENNIS MOORE, MIKE ROSS, and DAVID SCOTT, and
staff, worked to make this a highly successful
trip during which we examined current NATO
issues, above all NATO’s engagement in Afghanistan, the alliance’s evolving relations with
Russia, and the effect of the global economic
downturn on NATO operations.
The NATO Parliamentary Assembly (NATO
PA) consists of members of parliament from
the 26 NATO states, as well as members of
parliament from candidate states Albania, Croatia, and Macedonia (or Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, FYROM), and other associated states such as Russia, Georgia, and
Ukraine. Last fall, I had the honor of being
elected to serve a two-year term as President
of the Assembly. In this capacity, I preside
over meetings during which delegates discuss
and debate a range of issues of importance to
the alliance. Delegates have the opportunity to
listen to presentations by specialists from
NATO and on NATO affairs, and to engage in
discussion of the issues raised. An additional
element of the meetings is the opportunity to
meet and come to know members of parliaments who play important foreign-policy
roles in their own countries. These responsibilities can include setting defense budgets and
determining the operational restrictions placed
on deployed forces. Some of the acquaintances made through the NATO PA can last
the duration of a career and are invaluable for
gaining insight into developments in allied
states.
NATO will celebrate its 60th anniversary at
a summit in Strasbourg, France and Kehl,
Germany on April 3–4, 2009. Discussion during the NATO PA’s February meetings were
dominated by four key issues expected to be
addressed at the April summit: NATO’s stabilization mission in Afghanistan; its evolving
relations with Russia; plans to draft a new
NATO Strategic Concept; and the effects of
the global economic downturn on national security and allied commitments to NATO. Our
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counterparts from NATO-member parliaments
also expressed particular interest in the foreign policy goals of the 111th Congress and of
the new U.S. Administration. As I will elaborate in a moment, my colleagues and I took
the opportunity to respond to questions on
these issues and to present our views on the
current direction of U.S. foreign policy.
The key issue facing the alliance is NATO’s
effort to bring security and stability to Afghanistan. NATO has staked its reputation on accomplishing the Afghan mission by sending a
sizeable force, extolling the alliance’s capability for global reach, and expending resources to rebuild the political and economic
structure of a country from which emanated
the most devastating terrorist attack in western
history. Failure in Afghanistan would likely call
into question the future of the alliance. Approximately 55,100 troops from 39 countries
currently serve in the International Security
Assistance Force (ISAF), with NATO members
providing the core of the force. The United
States now contributes approximately 24,000
troops to ISAF. In February, President Obama
announced that the United States will send an
additional 17,000 troops to Afghanistan in the
coming months. Forces from the United
States, Canada, Denmark, the Netherlands,
and the UK bear the brunt of the fighting. The
inequity of burden-sharing in combat operations remains an important point of contention in the alliance, and is a factor in domestic
opposition to the conflict apparent in states
that contribute the most combat forces. Each
of us on the delegation made an effort to urge
our counterparts from NATO parliaments to
support ISAF and to contribute the forces and
resources necessary to stabilize Afghanistan.
Our delegation also emphasized that success
in Afghanistan will depend on more than just
military efforts, and called on the alliance to
develop a more comprehensive political strategy for the region that includes increased engagement in Pakistan.
Relations between NATO and Russia in
2008 reached their lowest point since the end
of the Cold War. Russia vocally opposed U.S.supported proposals to strengthen NATO ties
with Georgia and Ukraine, and Moscow’s opposition to a proposed U.S. missile defense installation in Poland and the Czech Republic
has sparked contentious debate about the
merits of the U.S. plans. Tensions between
NATO and Russia escalated in the wake of
Russia’s August 2008 invasion of Georgia,
after which the sides suspended formal ties in
the NATO-Russia Council (NRC). Low-level
cooperation between NATO and Russia resumed in January, and formal ties in the NRC
could resume after the April summit. NATO
members remain divided on how to manage
relations with Russia. Our delegation contributed to a number of forceful discussions on
the future of NATO-Russia relations and emphasized the importance of developing a unified approach toward Russia within the framework of a broader alliance policy toward the
east.
Proposals for a new NATO Strategic Concept were a third topic of discussion at NATO
PA meetings. NATO’s current Strategic Concept was drafted in 1999 and a growing number of allied governments have called for the
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